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TT Fuel Launches Cost Effective Point of Sale Solution for Fuel Retailers
TT Fuel today launched T-POS, a new generation Point of Sale (POS) terminal that will help to transform
the market. The TT Fuel T-POS Terminal is a specialised yet cost effective forecourt control and POS
solution, designed to meet the needs of small-medium sized fuel stations with the flexibility and scalability
to suit a variety of businesses.
“The TT Fuel T-POS Terminal is a pump control and forecourt management device with an integrated
POS all in one system from one supplier”, says Mr Liam Cahill, CEO of TT Fuel. “T-POS will allow
businesses to manage all of their sales on one screen; supported by fast, reliable and intuitive software
with an interface purpose built for retail service stations. It will allow operators to monitor wet-stock
and dry-stock levels in real-time with data rich reporting to make meaningful business decisions.”
The new TT Fuel T-POS terminal will also control the operation of all forecourt equipment via the TT
Fuel TT6000 controller, including fuel dispensers, automatic tank gauging systems (ATG) and electronic
price signs. The system interfaces with the TT8800 Outdoor Payment Terminal (OPT) that was released
to the market late last year. With a dedicated customer screen to display sales transactions, product
advertising and promotions, it manages all sales; supported by fast, reliable and intuitive software with
an interface purpose built for fuel retailers. It also boasts a cloud-based reporting option.
TT Fuel is a global technology business that enables clients to manage the storage and handling of
hydrocarbons whilst mitigating risk and realising opportunity. For over three decades, it has been
supporting companies with fuel management systems, outdoor payment terminals, forecourt controllers,
point of sale terminals, bulk fuel loading systems, management software services and specialised fuel
storage & dispensing solutions.
“We strive for durability, simplicity and exceptional performance when designing our products and
solutions, which is something that we believe is self-evident in the design of T-POS”, says Mr Cahill.
“Further, our flexible solution architecture allows us to help customers manage change in their business
and industry. This all makes T-POS one of the most competitive point-of-sale terminal in the market.”
T-POS has a powerful yet simple touch screen interface, which enables fast and efficient operation. It is
easy to configure and customise to fit different business needs. Security settings can be easily matched
to staff roles and responsibilities. T-POS will automatically synchronise with fuel dispensers and
electronic price signs allowing wet stock product price changes to be managed from one place. It is
certified to OIML R117 under NMI Certificate of Approval S422.

TT Fuel is a global technology business that enables clients to
manage the storage and handling of hydrocarbons whilst
mitigating risk and realising opportunity.
•

We have global experience supporting companies with fuel management systems,
outdoor payment terminals, forecourt controllers, point of sale terminals, bulk fuel
loading systems, management software services and specialised fuel storage &
dispensing solutions.

•

We are a data rich business that delivers meaningful reporting and information to our
customers to help them overcome challenges and manage risk.

•

Our excellence in technical listening and our focus on outcomes have allowed us to
become proven innovative problem solvers.

•

We strive for durability, simplicity and exceptional performance when designing our
products and solutions.

•

Our flexible solution architecture allows us to help customers manage change in their
business and industry.

•

We are customer and outcome focused, understanding that we will be judged by our
actions and performance.
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